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STARS IN ALIGNMENT
The James Webb Space Telescope is on track to begin science observations in June or July 
following the successful alignment of its primary mirror segments. In mid-March, the JWST team 
completed the alignment of the 18 primary mirror segments so that the images from each were 
matched to within a wavelength of infrared light. One project official called the mirrors’ performance 
“as good, if not better, than our most optimistic predictions.” The alignment work involved one 
instrument, the Near-Infrared Camera, and the next steps call for tweaking alignment to optimize it for 
three other instruments on JWST.  The $10 billon space telescope launched in December.
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5,000
The number of exoplanets astronomers 
have discovered with the addition last 
month of 65 more planets detected 
with various techniques. Astronomers 
discovered the first exoplanets 30 years 
ago. The rate of discoveries has increased 
in recent years thanks to spacecraft mis-
sions like Kepler and TESS and improved 
ground-based instrumentation.

$450M
The amount fleet operator SES agreed 
to pay for Leonardo DRS Global 
Enterprise Solutions, one of a handful of 
network integrators that provide managed 
satcom services to the U.S. Defense De-
partment and other government agencies. 
SES plans to organize the former Leonardo 
business unit under its SES Government 
Solutions subsidiary. The deal is expected 
to be completed by the second half of 
2022, subject to regulatory approvals.

$84M
Antenna maker Kymeta raised $84 
million to expand manufacturing facil-
ities. Existing investor Bill Gates led the 
funding round, joined by South Korean 
conglomerate Hanwha Systems and other 
investors. Kymeta said the company is 
now nearly fully funded after commer-
cial release of the first version of its u8 
steerable terminal in November 2020 for 
satellites in GEO. The company plans to 
release two more antennas this year, one 
for LEO satellites and one that can switch 
between LEO and GEO.

JWST took this image of the star 
2MASS J17554042+6551277 
in mid-March to confirm the 
performance of the spacecraft’s 
optics (the rays are diffraction 
patterns from the shape of the 
mirror segments).

NASA’s Space Launch System rolled out
to the launch pad for the first time. The
mobile launch platform carrying the SLS
rolled out of the Vehicle Assembly Building
(VAB) at the Kennedy Space Center March
17, making a nearly 11-hour trip to Launch
Complex 39B. NASA will conduct an SLS
fueling test and practice countdown in early
April before rolling it back to the VAB. The
SLS is scheduled to launch an uncrewed
Orion spacecraft on the Artemis 1 mission
this summer. NASA Inspector General Paul
Martin, testifying at a House hearing March
1, estimated the cost of a single Artemis
mission at more than $4 billion, a figure he
called “unsustainable.”
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ESA formally halted plans to
launch its ExoMars mission
with Russia in September.
The European Space Agency
said March 17 it had suspended
cooperation with Roscosmos on
the mission, ruling out a launch
in September on a Proton
rocket to comply with European
sanctions in response to Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine. ESA will
now examine alternative options
for launching the already
twice-delayed rover mission,
including renewed cooperation
with NASA. The earliest ExoMars
could now launch in 2026, ESA
leadership said.

Indonesia’s Pasifik Satelit Nusantara (PSN)
ordered a high-throughput satellite from
Boeing to launch on a SpaceX Falcon 9 in 2023.
The Nusantara Lima Satellite aims to deliver
160 gigabits per second of capacity across the
Indonesian archipelago and surrounding countries.

Telesat is considering reducing the size of its
Lightspeed LEO constellation because of rising
costs. Telesat CEO Dan Goldberg said during its latest
earnings call that the company needed to either raise
more money or else “descope the constellation” to
keep it within its $5 billion budget. He said supply chain
problems and inflation were driving up the system’s
cost and delaying its completion by a year to 2026.
Goldberg said Lightspeed could reach global coverage
with just 188 of the envisioned 298 satellites.

ESA is weighing options for launching satellites
that were to fly on Soyuz rockets. Russia suspended
operations of the Soyuz rocket from French Guianain
in February, leaving five European missions looking for
new launches. ESA officials said their preference is to
launch those missions on European rockets, namely
the Ariane 6 and Vega C, but would not rule out using
non-European launchers. Both Ariane 6 and Vega C are
scheduled to make their first launches this year. The Vega
C faces complications from its use of a Ukrainian engine
in its upper stage. ESA officials said they have engines
for the first three Vega C missions and are looking into
alternatives if the Ukrainian engine is no longer available.

Swarm Technologies was the mystery customer on Astra’s return-to-
flight launch last month. The March 15 launch from Kodiak Island, Alaska,
of Astra’s Rocket 3.3 vehicle carried payloads for three companies, one of
which both Astra and launch services company Spaceflight declined to
name at the time. Swarm confirmed March 22 it was the unnamed customer
on the launch, which placed 16 of its SpaceBEE satellites, each a fourth
the size of a 1U cubesat, into orbit for its internet-of-things constellation.
Swarm, which was acquired by SpaceX last year, said it’s planning four
more launches through the end of the year, primarily on SpaceX rideshare
missions. The launch was the first for Astra since the failure of a Feb. 10
launch carrying four cubesats sponsored by NASA.

ExoMars 2018 2020 2022 2026
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E-Space, the satellite megaconstellation company founded by Greg Wyler, will launch
its first satellites with Rocket Lab. Three E-Space demo satellites will launch this quarter on
an Electron rocket. The spacecraft are intended to validate systems and technology for a
broadband network that could number more than 100,000 satellites. E-Space announced it
raised $50 million to start work on the constellation earlier this year.

Lockheed Martin plans to launch a new satellite bus designed for commercial and
government markets later this year. The first launch of the LM400 will be a demonstration
mission, Robert Lightfoot, Lockheed Martin’s executive vice president for space, said March
21. Lockheed Martin is developing various payloads for the mission. The company says the
LM400, with a mass of about 1,700 kilograms including payload, has already attracted potential
commercial and government customers.

SIGNIFICANT
DIGITS

$16M
Ursa Space raised a $16 million Series C round 
led by Dorilton Ventures. The geospatial intel-
ligence company will use the funding to expand 
its staff and invest in speeding up the delivery of 
analysis-ready satellite data.  

$75M
Firefly Aerospace raised a $75 million Series B 
investment round as it prepares for a second 
Alpha rocket launch. In September, the failure 
of an Alpha engine prevented the vehicle from 
reaching orbit. The company plans to conduct a 
launch this quarter.  
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paceX is severing ties with launch

services company Spaceflight

Inc. after years of working closely

together, a move that surprised

Spaceflight executives.

In an email sent to companies that send

satellites to orbit on its popular small satellite

rideshare missions, the “SpaceX Rideshare

Team” said SpaceX “will no longer be flying

or working with Spaceflight Industries after

the currently manifested missions. We look

forward to reliably launching all customers

currently on our manifest and growing our

relationships with new operators as well.”

Spaceflight was notified of SpaceX’s

decision by text minutes before the email

was sent to rideshare customers.

“We were surprised to learn of it on

Friday, and were not given any insight

into the reasoning behind the decision,”

Jodi Sorensen, Spaceflight marketing vice

president, said by email. “We continue to

reach out to SpaceX in an attempt to discuss

their position but haven’t heard back yet.”

In December, SpaceX removed a Space-

flight Sherpa tug from the SpaceX Falcon 9

Transporter-3 rideshare mission because the

propulsion system, provided by Benchmark

Space Systems, developed a leak.

Then, SpaceX declined to fly another

Sherpa tug on the SpaceX rideshare mission

scheduled to launch in April because of

concerns about unrelated environmental

factors affecting the spacecraft installed

on Sherpa.

“Sherpa itself was subjected to all ex-

pected launch environments with industry

standard factors,” Sorensen said by email.

“Spaceflight and SpaceX continued to discuss

analysis and test products up until Space-

flight was informed that SpaceX would not

fly the vehicle, which was the day of final

integration to the SpaceX vehicle.”

SpaceX did not respond to requests for

comment.

SpaceX, a leading satellite rideshare

provider, sent 105 satellites to orbit on

the Jan. 13 Transporter-3 flight. SpaceX

accommodated 88 satellites on the June

Transporter-2 mission and 143 on the

first Transporter rideshare launched in

January 2021.

Launch integration is big business.

Established and new launch providers rely

on companies including Spaceflight, Ex-

olaunch and D-Orbit to integrate cubesats

and microsatellites as secondary payloads

or on dedicated rideshare missions.

“We bring down the launch costs per

satellite, supply essential mission hardware,

take care of the end-to-end mission man-

agement, provide environmental testing

and perform the satellite-to-launch vehicle

integration,” an Exolaunch executive said

by email.

Companies that have relied on Space-

flight to integrate satellites for SpaceX

rideshare missions are considering their

options for launching satellites beyond the

current manifest. Firms that opt to book

rideshare flights directly with SpaceX pay

more than $1 million per payload, making

it more expensive than relying on a ride-

share provider.

“SpaceX is renowned for its reliability and

overall performance as the leading global

launch provider,” an Exolaunch official

said. “We are proud that SpaceX delegates

SpaceX cuts ties with longtime
rideshare partner
Spaceflight Inc.

DEBRA WERNER

significant portions of the technical work

to the launch integrators, who must ensure

that they match and meet SpaceX’s tech-

nical requirements and high standards. If

these requirements and high standards

are not met, then the safety of the whole

mission can be placed in jeopardy, which

is an unacceptable risk.”

Spaceflight is a dominant player in the

launch integration business. In 2021, Space-

flight supported the launch of 81 spacecraft

from nine countries on 11 launches. In ad-

dition to integrating satellites for SpaceX,

Spaceflight works with launch providers

Rocket Lab and Astra Space.

The propulsion leak on Spaceflight’s

Sherpa-LTC vehicle was discovered about

three weeks before the Jan. 13 SpaceX Falcon

9 Transporter-3 launch. Root-cause analysis

of the leak traced the problem to an oxidizer

circuit in the propulsion system. The circuit

actuated per design. “Unfortunately, a de-

sign flaw allowed some trapped liquid to be

vented during the process,” Sorensen said.

“Out of utmost concern, Spaceflight

decided not to fly the Sherpa vehicle,” So-

rensen said. “All affected customers were

re-manifested within weeks, and have

6 | SPACENEWS APRIL 2022
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A
rianespace says it is working to

re-manifest payloads that were

to launch on Soyuz rockets

while SpaceX says it’s finding

ways to accommodate new customers

on its vehicles.

During a panel at the Satellite 2022 con-

ference March 22 in Washington, Stéphane

Israël, chief executive of Arianespace, ac-

knowledged the company’s plans had been

upended by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine

and subsequent suspension of both Soyuz

launches from French Guiana and those

from the Baikonur Cosmodrome carrying

satellites for OneWeb.

“2022 will be very different for us from

what we were supposed to do,” he said.

“We are working very closely with our

customers to accommodate the best solu-

tions for them.”

That means finding alternative rides for

five missions for European institutional

customers that were to launch on Soyuz

from French Guiana. Those payloads in-

clude two launches of Galileo navigation

satellites, two European Space Agency

science missions and a French military

reconnaissance satellite.

Israël said one option would be to

shift the Galileo launches to the Ariane

6, slated to make its debut no earlier than

late this year. “Ariane 6 has been designed

to launch Galileo satellites,” he said. “Ari-

ane 6 can launch these satellites in 2023.”

The delay, he added, would not affect the

performance of the Galileo constellation,

which has enough operational satellites

now to provide full service.

The suspension of Soyuz launches, he

said, vindicated the European decision in

2014 to develop the Ariane 6 and Vega C

rockets to serve the full range of European

government and commercial satellites. “We

wanted to give Arianespace and Europe

full autonomous access to space and not

have to rely on non-European rockets any

more,” he said. “It was the right decision,

and we see that more than ever.”

However, even with Ariane 6 and Vega

C Europe is not completely autonomous.

The Vega C uses an upper stage engine

provided by Ukraine’s Yuzhmash, and

supplies of that engine are in question be-

cause of the ongoing invasion. ESA officials

said March 17 that they have three of those

engines, enough to handle the anticipated

Vega C missions this year.

ESA is supporting work on a new up-

per stage engine, M10, for a version of the

Vega called Vega E that is slated to make its

first launch around 2025. Israël said there

was “no need” to accelerate work onJEFF FOUST

already flown on alternative launches

or are scheduled to fly in the next two

months. Spaceflight has since worked with

the vendor to address the root cause, and

has subsequently received approval from

SpaceX to fly the system on an upcoming

Starlink mission.”

Regarding the upcoming launch,

Spaceflight began working with SpaceX to

address concerns about “the analysis and

test results of Sherpa and its customer pay-

loads” as soon as it became aware of them.

Despite Spaceflight’s “best efforts, SpaceX

chose not to fly the Sherpa vehicle until the

analysis and test approaches could be better

understood,” Sorensen said. “We continue

to work with SpaceX to understand their

decision and address any concerns for

future missions.”

Meanwhile, Spaceflight has found rides

for all the affected satellites. “Several will

continue to fly on this mission, while the

others have been rebooked on alternative

launches,” Sorensen said. SN

Arianespace and SpaceX work
manifests to pick up Soyuz slack

Arianespace says that Galileo satellites that were
to launch on Soyuz rockets from French Guiana
could instead go on Ariane 6 in 2023.
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S
paceX has raised prices for both

its Starlink broadband service

and for dedicated and rideshare

launches, in some cases by up to

20%, citing inflation.

The company advised customers of

its Starlink service on March 22 of a price

increase for both the service and terminal.

The cost of the service, $99 in the United

States, increased 11% to $110. The terminal

cost $499 in the U.S. and increased to $549

for those who had paid a deposit and $599

Blaming inflation,
SpaceX raises Starlink
and launch prices

JEFF FOUST

for new customers, a 20% increase. Starlink

customers in other countries reported.

“The sole purpose of these adjustments

is to keep pace with rising inflation,” SpaceX

said to customers, which also mentioned

“excessive levels of inflation.” The U.S. Bu-

reau of Labor Statistics reported March 10

that inflation over the previous 12 months

ran at 7.9% before seasonal adjustments,

the highest rate in four decades.

Starlink is not the only service where

SpaceX has recently increased prices.

SpaceX’s smallsat rideshare program is now

charging $1.1 million to place up to 200

kilograms into sun-synchronous orbits,

with additional mass costing $5,500 per

kilogram. The company has previously

charged $1 million for up to 200 kilograms

and $5,000 per kilogram for additional

mass. The new prices represent a 10% in-

crease. “Pricing adjusted in March 2022 to

account for excessive inflation levels,” the

company stated on its website.

SpaceX has hiked prices for Falcon 9

and Falcon Heavy launches. A price sheet

on the company website now lists a price

of $67 million for a Falcon 9 and $97 mil-

lion for a Falcon Heavy. Earlier this year, a

version of that document listed $62 million

for the Falcon 9 and $90 million for the

Falcon Heavy. The new prices reflect an

increase of 8%.

SpaceX now charges $67 million for a Falcon 9 launch, an increase of 8% the company blames on
“excessive levels of inflation.” In the photo above, a Falcon 9 lifts off March 2 carrying Starlink satellites.

Vega E, though, citing the Ukrainian

engines in storage. “We can also explore

backup solutions in Europe, if necessary,”

he said, a reference to ESA discussions of

replacing the Ukrainian engine with one

from Europe.

He said Arianespace was also working

with OneWeb regarding its Soyuz launches

from Baikonur. He provided no details

on those discussions, though. OneWeb

announced March 21 an agreement with

SpaceX for one or more launches, but

also did not disclose details about those

arrangements.

Tom Ochinero, vice president of

commercial sales at SpaceX, said at the

conference that the company’s vertical

integration and large fleet of reusable

boosters offer the company flexibility to

accommodate customers like OneWeb.

“We can react very quickly because we’re

just managing a fleet,” he said. “We love

that we were able to step up and provide

launches for people.”

He declined to quantify how many

additional launches or customers SpaceX

can accommodate. “It’s much more fluid

and flexible,” he said of how the company

manages its manifest. That includes “re-

serve slots” that can be used for customers

that require launches on short notice, as

well as other customers that need to move

based on the readiness of their satellites.

The flexibility also comes from working

with an internal customer, Starlink. “I look

at them as my friend that I can talk to and

bump off as needed,” he said. “They can

move or give up their vehicles. I’ve got a

lot of flexibility there.”

“It’s really difficult to say how many slots

there are,” he said. “We’re going to try to do

as much as we can.” SN
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U
nited Launch Alliance remains

confident that its Vulcan Cen-

taur rocket will make its first

launch this year while Blue

Origin is pushing back the first flight of

its New Glenn vehicle.

During a panel at the Satellite 2022

conference March 22 in Washington, Tory

Bruno, chief executive of ULA, said that

he expected the first launch of the Vulcan

“later this year,” but did not offer a more

specific schedule.

That schedule is driven by the com-

pletion of testing of the BE-4 engine that

powers the first stage of Vulcan and delivery

of the first flight units from Blue Origin.

“The engine is in great shape,” Bruno said.

“It is performing better than I anticipated.”

Bruno said he expected to receive the

first two flight models of the BE-4 in the

middle of the year, “which supports me

flying before the end of the year.” He added

that testing of the engine is also going

well, including firing of the engine three

times a week “on a sustained basis” at a

Blue Origin test site.

Bruno described the ongoing testing of

the BE-4 as “pre-qual” testing. “We like to

pathfind, so pre-qual does all of that and

then more, so that we’re sure it’s going to

go smooth” when the formal qualification

tests begin. “Pre-qual has been going great.”

“We’re very pleased with where the

BE-4 is, and we expect to fly this year as a

result,” he said.

Jarrett Jones, senior vice president of

New Glenn at Blue Origin, said the com-

pany had recorded more than 18,000 sec-

onds, or five hours, of BE-4 firings. “We’ve

proven it out. We’ve done the gimbaling

test for ULA,” he said. “We’re right where

we need to be.”

Bruno also firmly closed the door on

any consideration of Aerojet Rocketdyne’s

AR1 engine for Vulcan. Doing so would

require major changes to the design of

Vulcan, as AR1 uses kerosene fuel rather

than methane.

“You design your stage and your engine

together as a pair. Vulcan is done being

designed, and it’s being built,” he said.

“The BE-4 is nearly complete. It’s running

beautifully. I have no interest in changing

my partner at this point.”

While Vulcan remains publicly on

schedule for a first launch in 2022, Jones

ruled out any chance that New Glenn

will launch before the end of the year, a

schedule that the company had previously

cast doubt on. “The runway is closing on

2022,” Jones said.

He said the company is in the process of

setting a new date for the first launch and

discussing that with customers but said it

was premature to announce it. “It will not be

at the end of this year,” he acknowledged.

Blue Origin has completed design re-

views and is now in qualification tests of

New Glenn, including the booster, forward

structure and payload fairing. The fairing

is being tested at NASA’s Armstrong Test

Facility in Ohio, formerly known as Plum

Brook Station. “Basically, we are well into

qualification of our vehicle, both the upper

and the booster stages,” Jones said.

Blue Origin has to balance New Glenn

development with completion of the BE-

4, which will be used by both New Glenn

and Vulcan. “It’s fair to say you’re focus-

ing on your most important customer,

delivering BE-4s so I can fly this year,”

quipped Bruno. SN

Vulcan Centaur on track for first
launch in 2022 as New Glenn slips

JEFF FOUST

“Pricing adjustments made in March

2022 to account for excessive levels of

inflation,” the company states on the

price sheet. “Missions purchased in 2022

but flown beyond 2023 may be subject to

additional adjustments due to inflation.”

SpaceX executives speaking at the Satel-

lite 2022 conference did not bring up cost

increases for Starlink or launch services.

An increase in launch costs, in particular,

is unlikely to have a significant effect on

demand for Falcon launches given the

constrained supply of competing launch

vehicles currently.

“We’ve been both lucky and success-

ful rolling out a capability that is near-

global,” Gwynne Shotwell, president and

chief operating officer of SpaceX, said of

Starlink during a panel at the conference

March 22.

“At least before Starlink, there were many

very unhappy customers of broadband in

the United States, so we’re learning how

to make them happy,” she added. “We are

learning as we go, and we are getting new

customers daily.”

SpaceX Chief Executive Elon Musk,

who also runs automaker Tesla, did com-

plain about the effects of inflation on both

companies recently. “Tesla & SpaceX are

seeing significant recent inflation pressure

in raw materials & logistics,” he tweeted

March 13. SN



of 82.3 degrees. That means the debris can

end up running headlong into satellites

operating in sun-synchronous orbits at 

inclinations of 97 degrees.

“When they sync up, you have the

perfect storm: they’re in the same orbit

plane but counter-rotating, crossing each

other twice an orbit, again and again,”

said Dan Oltrogge, director of integrated

operations and research at COMSPOC.

They create surges of close approaches,

or conjunctions, dubbed “squalls” by the 

S
ome operators of low Earth orbit
satellites are bracing for a storm 
of debris. Russia’s demonstration
of an antisatellite weapon last

November, destroying the Cosmos 1408
satellite, created thousands of tracked
pieces of debris, and many more too
small to be tracked.

Much of that debris remains in orbits 

similar to the satellite, with an inclination
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The sudden urgency of government-
industry partnerships in space traffic 
management

GETTING A JUMP ON TRAFFIC
company, that can last for several days

before the orbits drift apart.

The worst of the conjunction squalls is

forecast for the first week of April, when

the ASAT debris encounters several groups

of Dove imaging cubesats operated by

Planet as well as satellites operated by

Satellogic, Spire and Swarm. The number

of conjunctions will approach 50,000

per day during that time, compared to

a background level of about 15,000 per

day. Fortunately, because many of those

satellites are cubesats, the risk of collisions

won’t rise as dramatically.

What’s notable about this analysis,

beyond the existence of the squalls

themselves, is that it was done by a private

company, COMSPOC, and not by the Space

Above: Privateer’s Wayfinder visualization tool combines data from several sources. The scene 
above shows active and inactive low Earth orbit satellites plus rocket bodies and other debris.
Left: Company founders Moriba Jah, Steve Wozniak, and Alex Fielding.

creo
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Force’s 18th Space Control Squadron or

the Office of Space Commerce. Oltrogge

said COMSPOC has met with Planet and

others, including NASA and the Space

Force, about its assessment.

The COMSPOC analysis is part of a trend

of growing private sector capabilities to track

objects and warn of potential conjunctions.

LeoLabs operates a network of radars to

track objects in LEO, while ExoAnalytics

and Numerica operate telescopes to keep

tabs on satellites in geostationary orbit.

NorthStar Earth and Space is planning

a satellite constellation to track satellites

from orbit. Startups like Kayhan Space

and Neuraspace use various data sources

to provide more accurate assessments of

potential collisions.

A WAZE APP FOR SPACE
The newest entrant into the commercial

space traffic management industry is

Privateer. The company, based in Maui,

Hawaii, had kept a low profile but attracted

interest in large part because of one of its

founders: Apple co-founder Steve “Woz”

Wozniak.

Privateer emerged from stealth on March

1 with its first product: a visualization tool

called Wayfinder that combined data from

several sources, including data from U.S.

Space Command and provided directly

by satellite operators.

Wayfinder is based on ASTRIAGraph,

developed by Moriba Jah, a University of

Texas at Austin professor who is also chief

scientist of Privateer. “It’s a rearchitecting

of ASTRIAGraph,” he said in an interview.

“ASTRIAGraph is always going to exist, but

this is going to be a branch off of that.”

He described Wayfinder as a

demonstration of other space traffic

management capabilities that Privateer can

provide. “Wayfinder will be this platform,

a kind of Waze app, that people can build

different services on top of,” he said. One

example would be adding information

about the characteristics of objects, in

addition to their orbits, which would be

valuable for companies planning satellite

servicing or debris removal services.

One of those new products is a collision

warning service that Alex Fielding, chief

executive of Privateer, calls Relssek, or

“Kessler” spelled backwards: a play on the

Kessler Syndrome of runaway growth of

orbital debris. That will combine catalogs

with data from satellite operators themselves

or other sources to provide more accurate

predictions of conjuctions. “We’ll use

anybody’s assets that are already there,”

he said.

That includes potentially its own

satellites. Privateer is working on a three-

unit cubesat called Pono-1 that will launch

later this year with 42 sensors to collect

space situational awareness data. Fielding

said the company was considering flying

more sensors as hosted payloads on other

companies’ satellites rather than their

own. “We really don’t want to create more

stuff in space.”

GOVERNMENT PARTNERSHIPS
WITH INDUSTRY ON STM
While companies speed ahead, the

development of government solutions is

moving slowly. NOAA, which hosts the

Office of Space Commerce, provided the

first public demonstration in February of the

open architecture data repository (OADR)

it is developing to host space situational

awareness data. But, officials said it won’t

be ready to enter service, and take over the

civil space traffic responsibilities assigned

to the Commerce Department in Space

Policy Directive 3 in 2018, until 2024.

That mismatch between the public

and private sectors is prompting calls to

reconsider their respective roles. That

includes, some argue, a greater role for

companies to shape both space traffic

management and the development of

norms and rules for safe operating in

increasingly congested orbits.

“I’m really worried that we’re not doing

enough, we’re not moving fast enough

here,” said Kevin O’Connell, former director

of the Office of Space Commerce. “How

are we going to stay agile and adaptive?

It’s largely through the efforts of the

private sector.”

O’Connell, speaking at the FAA

Commercial Space Transportation

Conference in February, said he supports

Space Policy Directive 3, the 2018

policy that assigned civil space traffic

management responsibilities to the

Commerce Department, which hosts the

office he once led, but that the scale of

the problem means that the office needs

to work more closely with those private-

sector capabilities.

“It’s not the government versus the

private sector. That’s a silly way to think

about it,” he said. “Where we need speed

and innovation, we need to leverage the

private sector.”

How that cooperation would work in

practice, though, is still a work in progress.

SPD-3 envisioned that the Commerce

A simulation of the Russian ASAT demonstration in November 2021. Much of the debris from that event is in
an orbit that periodically lines up with satellites in sun-synchronous orbits.
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Department would cooperate with both

commercial and international partners

on its civil STM system, incorporating

their space situational awareness data

into the OADR to improve the accuracy

of conjunction predictions.

NOAA issued a request for information

(RFI) in February, seeking details about

commercial data that could be incorporated

into the OADR. That request included

an emphasis on data from assets in the

southern hemisphere and the capability

to track “high-priority objects” on short

notice.

That RFI is the start of NOAA’s efforts 

to engage with the private sector in space

traffic management. Stephen Volz, NOAA

assistant administrator for satellite and

information services, said at the FAA

conference there will be workshops and

other meetings with companies. “You can

see where we’re going and where we can

learn and improve,” he said.

SPD-3 envisioned that Commerce

would provide a basic level of space traffic

management services free of charge.

Companies would then be able to provide

more advanced services using data from

the OADR and other sources.

Volz confirmed that he expected the

Office of Space Commerce to provide

“a basic set” of such services. “We do not

see that as the role of NOAA or the DoC 

to provide everything to everyone, but to 
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provide a certain minimum and growing

capability standard that everyone can

rely on.”

What the difference is between basic 

and advanced, though, is not clear.

O’Connell warned it may be difficult

to quantify that, which can affect the

business plans of companies planning

to offer such services. It’s in the interest

of global leadership of the United States 

to make some space safety data freely

available to all, he said, but “we don’t want

to get in the way of companies that want

to go above and beyond that.”

“THE CLOCK IS TICKING”
The same interactions between the public

and private sectors apply to regulatory

issues. The Federal Communications

Commission is examining how to best

evaluate the collision risk of new satellite

constellations, including evaluating the

aggregate risk of those systems to the

overall orbital environment, rather than

looking at the risks of individual systems.

“One of the things that we’re advocating

for is an understanding of what are limits

to sustainability, quantitatively, on a global

basis, because it’s a globally shared resource,”

said Mark Dankberg, executive chairman

of Viasat, who backs the FCC effort.

But who does that quantitative

assessment? “I think that, in the U.S.,

a government organization should be

able to do that. So far, none have stepped

forward,” he said.

One approach would be for the

FCC to work with private or nonprofit

organizations with expertise in space

sustainability, such as The Aerospace

Corporation. Another option is the Space

Sustainability Rating, a scale modeled on

the LEED rating system for buildings to

measure how well satellite systems follow

best practices for space sustainability.

A consortium organized by the World

Economic Forum developed the rating

system, which is being administered by

Swiss university EPFL.

“One of the things you might imagine

is that a government licensing authority

would want a rating. They may collect

a fee from an applicant and then hand 

that fee to someone like EPFL and ask 

them to provide a rating,” Dankberg

said. That would get around companies

paying EPFL directly for sustainability

ratings, which pose conflicts of interest

concerns.

There’s no lack of expertise in the FCC

to tackle this issue, he argued. “I think what

is lacking is the will to deal with it,” he said,

particularly among FCC leadership. “I think

that it opened a can of worms that is not

as palatable on the eighth floor as it is in 

the satellite bureau.”

Meanwhile, low Earth orbit is getting 

more crowded and dangerous, as the

recent conjunction squalls identified by

COMSPOC showed, even as companies 

plan new constellations, commercial

space stations and other emerging space

applications.

“Lots of people think that improving

conjunction analysis is the endgame. No,

it’s the starting game for a whole new set of

services in terms of space safety to enable

all of these exciting things,” said O’Connell,

referring to those new markets. “We’re

going to have to pick up the pace on the

many different things we’re doing, and

leveraging the private sector is a critical

tool for being able to do that. The clock is 

ticking.” SN

“One of the things that we’re advocating for is an 
understanding of what are limits to sustainability, 
quantitatively, on a global basis, because it’s a globally 
shared resource.” Mark Dankberg, Viasat founder



critical communication channels out to

the broader population in the country,”

Frank Backes, Kratos Federal Space senior

vice president and chairman of the Space

Information Sharing and Analysis Center

(ISAC), said March 6 on the Defense and

Aerospace Daily Downlink podcast. “We’re

seeing that in real time in this regional

conflict in a way that we’ve never seen

it before.”

That message was backed up by a

March 17 alert from the Cybersecurity

M
onths before Russian
armored vehicles rolled
into Ukraine on Feb. 24,
companies monitoring

satellite networks noticed an uptick
in activity.

Hackers were trying to penetrate

Ukraine’s communications satellite

infrastructure, including networks that relay

commands to Ukrainian military drones.

Meanwhile, Earth observation satellites

detected intensifying GPS interference

in the region.

When the invasion began, cyberattacks

escalated. SpaceX CEO Elon Musk reported

jamming of Starlink communications near

Ukrainian conflict areas. And hackers

infiltrated Viasat’s KA-SAT satellite internet

network, disabling modems that provide

tens of thousands of customers in Ukraine

and nearby countries with internet links.

“The current situation is absolutely

shedding light on the fact that space

systems are being attacked because of

their role as critical infrastructure and
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and Infrastructure Security Agency and

the Federal Bureau of Investigations. The 

alert warned of “possible threats to U.S. and

international satellite communications

networks” and asked all organizations

to report any “indications of malicious

cyber activity.”

SENSE OF URGENCY
Cybersecurity experts have been

warning for years of increasing attacks

on commercial satellites and working

Russian
Invasion
Exposes
Cybersecurity Threat  
t0 Commercial Satellites

Viasat relies on KA-SAT to 
provide internet coverage 
for Europea and the 
Mediterranean market. 
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with companies to enhance security.

The day before the Russian invasion

began, Christopher Scolese, National

Reconnaissance Officer director, warned

that organizations tied to the Russian

military were likely to target government

and commercial satellites.

Still, the war in Ukraine is adding a

sense of urgency to ongoing initiatives

like the Space ISAC’s creation of a Watch

Center and informing discussion on how

to safeguard space systems.

“I regard space systems as critical to

our national security and to our economic

security,” said Sam Visner, Mitre Corp.

technical fellow and Space ISAC vice

chair. “To the extent that anybody would

want to damage our infrastructure, either

directly or indirectly, space systems are

conceivably a target.”

The Space ISAC, based in Colorado

Springs, was established in 2019 to notify

members of cyber threats and mitigation

strategies. Now, the nonprofit group is

working to establish a round-the-clock

Watch Center to ingest a variety of data

sources, including declassified intelligence,

radio frequency interference reports and

details of ransomware attacks coming

from commercial sources as well as U.S.

government and international government

agencies.

The Watch Center, scheduled to

open this fall, will provide a platform

Top: The Aerospace Corp.’s Slingshot satellite will host 19 different payloads on a 12-unit Blue Canyon
cubesat bus. Above: Rendering the Slingshot satellite scheduled to launch in September.
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for members to share information on

threats or vulnerabilities, Erin Miller, Space

ISAC executive director, said March 4 at

the AFCEA Rocky Mountain Chapter’s

Cyberspace Symposium.

CRITICAL DESIGNATION
Meanwhile, the Space ISAC is among

the groups encouraging the Biden

Administration to add space systems

to the government’s list of 16 critical

infrastructure sectors. U.S. Reps. Ted W.

Lieu (D-Calif.) and Ken Calvert (R-Calif.)

introduced the Space Infrastructure Act

in June, which calls for moving space

systems, services and technology under

the critical-infrastructure umbrella.

If that happens, the Department of

Homeland Security would assign an

executive branch agency to work closely

with space companies to establish

cybersecurity standards and to reinforce

safeguards with the support of U.S. defense

and intelligence agencies.

Being designated as critical infrastructure

would get the space sector more attention

and support from the executive branch

and “stand as a statement of U.S. policy

that this is critical infrastructure and that

the country stands behind its security and

resilience,” Visner said.

While space has not been designated

a critical infrastructure sector, the

Department of Homeland Security

established a Space Critical Infrastructure

Working Group last year to enhance

the security and resilience of space

systems, James Platt, U.S. Department

of Homeland Security, Strategic Defense

Initiative said March 21 at the Satellite

2022 conference.

CYBER HYGIENE
While the Biden administration studies

the matter and Congress considers the

Space Infrastructure Act, cybersecurity

experts are urging satellite operators to

pay heightened attention to what they

call “cyber hygiene.”

“Make sure your corporate systems and

your business systems are secure,” Visner



said. “Take a look at your supply chain to make

sure you know where things are coming from,

not only the hardware but certainly the software.”

In addition, Visner said, companies should

scrutinize all the systems they rely on to launch

and operate satellites. That includes making

sure anyone with authority to communicate

with spacecraft and operate onboard payloads

is focused on cybersecurity.

HEIGHTENED RISK
Ryan Speelman, Aerospace Corp. Information

Systems and Cyber Division principal director,

said it’s important for companies “to understand

their threat vectors and their place in the world.”

For example, commercial satellites operating in

conflict zones or supporting military maneuvers

face different risks than satellites serving

customers in peaceful locales. Equipment and

communications infrastructure designed to

support military operations follow more stringent

cybersecurity standards than commercial

infrastructure.

“If you’re designing for commercial applications

and then inserting yourself into a military conflict,

there are all kinds of potential problems there,”

said Josh Lospinoso, CEO and co-founder of

Shift5, a cybersecurity startup based in Arlington,

Virginia. “Several very well-funded groups coming

out of the Russian intelligence apparatus are

very skilled in cyberspace. It’s not clear to me

that even well-funded and smart commercial

entities could stand up to the might of a nation-

state advanced persistent threat. You’re inviting

a level of cyber attacker that your information-

security apparatus is not prepared for.”

Not all companies are seeking to insert

themselves into conflicts, though.

When Viasat acquired KA-SAT from its joint

venture with Eutelsat Communications in 2020,

the satellite had been providing internet service

in Europe for a decade before Russia invaded

Ukraine.

Since the cyberattack, Viasat has been working

with law enforcement partners and government

agencies to determine exactly what happened

and to restore service in affected areas.

Cybersecurity experts like to call cybersecurity

“a team sport,” meaning that no single organization

can protect itself from rapidly evolving cyber

threats alone. SN
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As space systems face growing
cyberattacks, the Aerospace Corp.
and TriSept Corp. are preparing
separate flight tests of software to
alert satellite operators of anomalies
detected onboard.

“One of the major things we want
to demonstrate is that you can add
security without creating additional risk
or significant cost,” said Ryan Speelman,
Aerospace’s Information Systems and
Cyber Division principal director.

Beyond cyber hygiene, which is the
day-to-day work organizations perform
to secure their networks, Aerospace
recommends an approach to satellite
security called Defense in Depth.

Defense in Depth is an architectural
approach that relies on multiple layers
of security, including safeguarding
supply chains and software development
processes, adopting intrusion-detection
mechanisms and training employees
to be on the lookout for cyber threats.

Think of it like an onion. “We will
try and stop you at the outer layer, but
we assume that you can defeat some
protections, and we will continue to try
and stop you,” Speelman said.

Commercial satellite operators can
tailor their Defense in Depth strategies
to fit their business models. “Depending
on what type of vendor you are and what
threats you are susceptible to, you may
pick and choose different layers,” he said.

A key element of any Defense-in-Depth
strategy is software to detect unauthorized
satellite access by continuously monitoring
and logging  satellite telemetry, commands
and flight software configuration.
Aerospace plans to test its Starshield
intrusion-detection software on Slingshot,
a 12-unit cubesat launching in September
and built with modular components, open

standards and plug-and-play interfaces.
“The software does more than encrypt

the data because there are other threat
vectors and attack surfaces that need to
be protected,” said Benjamin Davidson,
director of Aerospace’s Cybersecurity
and Advanced Platforms Department.

Rather than designing the software to
look for troublesome commands, Aerospace
engineers have trained machine learning
algorithms on what is expected. The
software then flags anything unexpected.

After launch, Aerospace will test the
software for a year or two to demonstrate
that it provides additional security
without interfering with traditional
flight-control systems. In addition to
flagging anomalies, the software could
help satellite operators identify the culprit
of a cyberattack.

“Anytime you’re doing additional logging,
gathering additional data and flagging
events earlier, you’re going to make the job
of attribution easier and more accurate,”
Speelman said. “That itself is a deterrent…
because if their probability of getting
caught goes up then their risk model and
their decision-making process changes.”

In a parallel effort, TriSept is preparing a
suborbital test in May and an orbital flight
later this year of TriSept Security Enhanced
Layer (TSEL), satellite security software the
company developed with Old Dominion
University engineering students.

“There are not many options for ensuring
the integrity of the mission software,”
said Steven Bjornaas, TriSept software
development director. “We want to be
able to detect, report on and prevent
anomalies.”

TSEL alerts satellite operators to any
changes in the operating system even if
the change was prompted by hardware,
because “you can’t always trust the
hardware,” Bjornaas said. TSEL also logs
events to create a record. SN

Satellites to test-fly new cyber software

DEBRA WERNER



a company focused on space sensors and

satellite tracking. The acquisition gave

KBR an entry into the business of “space

domain awareness,” a military term for

the capability to track objects in space

and predict potential threats.

In January, KBR won a $39.5 million

contract from the Air Force Research

Laboratory (AFRL) to analyze the effects

of natural and manufactured threats to

spacecraft, payloads and space services.

Young is based in Kihei, Hawaii, near the

AFRL Maui Optical and Supercomputing

Site better known as AMOS. KBR has several

AFRL contracts to operate and maintain

sensor sites and managed research projects

on space domain awareness.

Another key customer is the U.S. Space

Command’s National Space Defense Center

(NSDC), a Colorado Springs-based group of

W
hen China  fired a  missile
into one of its own weather
satellites in a 2007 show of
force, experts called the

demo the beginning of a new antisatellite
arms race. Fast forward to 2022, and a
Chinese space tug is spotted towing a
dead navigation satellite into a graveyard
orbit above the geostationary belt.

“This is the type of space event that

makes the hair on the back of people’s

necks stand up,” said Brian Young, a former

space control officer at the U.S. Air Force

Space Command and now vice president

of KBR’s military space business.

KBR, a Defense Department and NASA

contractor with $6 billion in annual sales, paid

$800 million in 2020 to acquire Centauri,
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SPACE AWARENESS
A SECRET WEAPON AGAINST
SHADOWY THREATS IN ORBIT

Lt. Nicole Breen, Navy
intelligence officer, and Master
Sgt. Kenneth Bangay, Air Force
cyber systems operator, are
at work at the National Space
Defense Center at Schriever
Air Force Base, Colorado.

300 military and intelligence officials and

private contractors who monitor space for

hazards to U.S. and allied satellites.

Young, despite his many years as

a U.S. Air Force space operator and

military contractor, said he had never

before seen China “grabbing a satellite

and throwing it out into the graveyard”

— as it did in January when a Shijian-21

spacecraft docked with a defunct Beidou-2

navigation satellite and towed it out of

geostationary orbit.

Close approaches and proximity

operations, however, are nothing new.

“That stuff is happening all the time,” he

said. “And we’re always monitoring those

situations.”

What was also unusual about the

Shijian-21 maneuver is that it was made

public, Young noted. The events were
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detected by a commercial company,

ExoAnalytic Solutions, which had been

monitoring the Chinese spacecraft since

it launched in October. Having these

sensing capabilities in the private sector

means more information can be revealed,

whereas data collected and analyzed at the

NSDC from government and commercial

sources are typically classified.

KBR tracks space objects and activities

as part of the  NSDC’s Joint Commercial

Operations cell. Companies that work in

this cell are bound by more rigid reporting

structures than purely commercial

space domain awareness companies

like ExoAnalytic Solutions or LeoLabs.

“Now we get to talk about that stuff

because the commercial infrastructure

is getting so good out there,” Young said.

THREAT WARNINGS
Space awareness is typically associated

with collision avoidance. U.S. Space

Command units and private contractors at

Vandenberg Space Force Base, California,

track satellites and debris to help prevent

crashes in orbit, a capability known as

conjunction assessment. They warn

satellite operators worldwide when their

spacecraft are at risk of colliding with

another object.

The space domain awareness work

done at the NSDC focuses entirely on

military threats. “We call it indications and

warnings,” said Young. The term is used

in the intelligence world for activities to

detect developments that could involve

a threat to U.S. interests.

Despite an abundance of space

domaine data, not many people know

what to do with it or how to turn it into

useful information, he said.

KBR honed its expertise in indications

and warnings in response to the growing

U.S. military demand, Young said. Space

Command has complex needs, for

example, for intelligence and techniques to

distinguish between naturally occurring

events like orbital debris strikes versus

intentional acts like maneuvering.

Differentiating between those two can

be done with data analytics and algorithms,

he said, but it’s not easy. “Space is big, and

there’s stuff all over the place.”

“Sometimes you have to be at the right

place at the right time with the sensors,”

Young said. “And that’s why aggregating

all of that data and being able to absorb all

that data really helps in terms of trying to

keep pace with the threat.”

The United States can’t stop China

from moving its own satellites. “But what I

certainly want to do is know when they’re

moving around, and be able to forecast a

little bit to know if I need to defend myself

or protect myself,” Young said. “And so that

is really the crux of it.”

For decades, space domain awareness

was mainly about tracking orbital debris,

updating the military space catalog and

“making sure stuff didn’t hit each other,”

he said. “And that’s just not good enough

for today’s world.”

‘NO. 1 NEED’
The commander of U.S. Space Command,

Gen. James Dickinson, recently called

space domain awareness the command’s

“No. 1 need.”

“We need to enhance our understanding

of the congested and complex space

operational environment, to include what

is occurring and when, and the intent

behind those engaged in such actions,”

he March 8 at a Senate Armed Services

Committee hearing.

 China’s activities in space are

worrisome, as many of its technological

pursuits are aimed at countering the

United States, Dickinson said. Space is at

the center of Chinese military doctrine

and strategy.

The goal of the Chinese military is to

“blind and deafen” the enemy by crippling

reconnaissance, communications,

navigation and early warning satellites,

said Dickinson. “Shijian-17 and Shijian-21,

which are satellites with robotic arm

technology, could be used in a future

system for grappling and disabling

other satellites.”

He noted that a Chinese spaceplane

“could carry a payload designed to disable

or capture a satellite while in orbit.”

Meanwhile, Russia’s “unsafe and

irresponsible behavior in space” reinforces

the need for adequate space domain

awareness capabilities, said Dickinson,

citing the November antisatellite missile

strike that destroyed a defunct Russian

spacecraft, dispersing nearly 1,500 pieces

of trackable debris in low Earth orbit.

Dealing with debris congestion and

antisatellite threats requires a “deep

understanding of space objects and

capabilities regardless of their national

origin,” said Dickinson.

A lot of the work done to identify

threats in space is enabled by artificial

intelligence and machine learning, said

Shelly Bruemmer, a KBR operations

unit director based in Los Angeles. But

sophisticated actions in space like what

China did with the tug vehicle create new

challenges for the military.

An Air Force Research Laboratory modeling and simulation tool called STARSIM simulates networks or
ground based telescopes performing space domain awareness missions.
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“The difficult part is determining

intent,” she said. If Shijian-21 was cleaning

up space debris, “is that the intent that

they’re trying to show or was it another

capability that they were trying to show?

Sometimes you don’t necessarily know.”

Part of KBR’s work for the NSDC is the

development of software applications

to help visualize space data and make it

more accessible.

The U.S. Air Force, and now the Space

Force, over the past five decades built

a system of ground-based optical and

radar space sensors known as the Space

Surveillance Network. The most recent

addition is a $341 million radar site to be

developed by Northrop Grumman by 2025,

the first of three projected new deep-space

radars to be located around the world.

The military also relies on the

Geosynchronous Space Situational

Awareness Program (GSSAP) satellites

to monitor the geostationary orbit belt.

The fifth and sixth satellites of the GSSAP

constellation, also built by Northrop

Grumman, were launched in January.

These satellites were a state secret until

the Air Force Space Command revealed

their existence in 2014.

Over the past several years, AFRL and

the Space Force have sought to boost

space surveillance with data from

commercial companies. They created

what is known as the Unified Data Library,

a cloud-based platform that hosts space

situational awareness data from dozens of

commercial, academic and government

organizations, and provides a digital

storefront for users.

 Having such diverse sources of raw

data is great for space domain awareness,

said Bruemmer, “but you need people to

sift through that data and analyze it and

tell you what’s going on.”

U.S. HAS STRUGGLED TO
RESPOND
Maj. Gen. Thomas James, commander

of the Joint Task Force-Space Defense,

a component of U.S. Space Command
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responsible for the protection of U.S.

satellites, said that for years “we have

watched China and Russia continue to

build these capabilities” to counter the

United States in space.

“And every time there was an event like

the Chinese test in 2007, the United States

struggled, in my opinion, to respond, and

to determine what we are going to do to

protect those satellites,” James said March

8 on a National Security Space Association

webcast.

James said a more concerted effort to

tackle antisatellite threats started during

the Obama administration in reaction

to Russian space activities. Alarms were

set off after a Russian spacecraft  in 2015

maneuvered around the geostationary

belt, came close to French and Italian

military communications satellites and

parked itself between two Intelsat satellites

in geosynchronous orbit for five months.

In the wake of that event, leaders from the

Defense Department and the intelligence

community “came together and said, ‘we’ve

got to have a better way to get at this … we

need to get all the right players together in

the same place,’” James recalled.

That led to the establishment of the Joint

Interagency Combined Space Operations

Center (JICSpOC) at Schriever Air Force

Base. That center evolved to what is now

the NSDC.

Several U.S. intelligence agencies and

all U.S. military services are represented

on the NSDC floor, he said.

Space domain awareness has never been

more essential given the sophistication of

the threats, James said.

“We need to be able to see, sense and

understand better and faster than the

adversary does. If you can’t do that, you are

not in a good position to gain superiority.”

Despite some innovative approaches —

like using commercial sensors to supplement

the military’s Space Surveillance Network

— there are still “a lot of gaps,” said James.

Russia’s activities are always concerning

but in the space domain “China is our

pacing threat,” he said.

He described China’s Shijian-21 servicing

vehicle as a dual-use system. Capturing a

defunct satellite and removing it from a

useful orbit is a legitimate debris-removal

act, he said. “But there’s a concern that it

could also be a threat.”

And establishing the difference

between debris cleanup and a satellite

grab is a major challenge, he added. “How

you determine hostile intent is a very

complicated process.”

It’s not just about identifying the

technical capabilities of a system but

also doing an intelligence assessment

of what an adversary might be trying to

accomplish.

Accurate intelligence about the space

domain is a hard problem, James said. One

of the challenges is that each sensor – the

telescopes, radar sites and surveillance

satellites – captures different portions of

outer space so it’s not always possible to

“maintain custody” of a specific object that

might be of particular interest.

That requires analysts to piece together

the data from all these different sources

so they can identify where the object has

been and where it might be headed. SN

The Haleakalā High Altitude Observatory site on the island of Maui is owned by the University of Hawaii.
Tenants include the Air Force Research Laboratory’s Maui Optical Station (AMOS).
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Q&A STEVE COLLAR

S
ES announced plans March 22

to buy U.S. government satcoms

provider Leonardo DRS as demand

for connectivity in the defense

market grows in the wake of Russia’s war

in Ukraine.

However, the war is also adding more 

economic pressures on a space industry 

still grappling with a pandemic that has

clogged up supply chains, delayed satellite

projects and disrupted skilled workforces

worldwide.

“The Russian invasion in Ukraine is

going to create a fair amount of stress in

the economies of the world,” says SES CEO

Steve Collar.

“None of this is necessarily unheard

of, but I think the number of global issues

that will impact our industry is probably

growing.”

SES expects to deploy 14 satellites for

its multi-orbit constellation in 2022 amid

this uncertain climate. These include the 

first three satellites for O3b mPower, a

next-generation constellation aiming to

bring significantly faster speeds to SES’s

O3b medium Earth orbit (MEO) network.

SpaceX planned to start launching 11

Boeing-built O3b mPower satellites in 2021,

and then the first quarter of 2022 before

another delay pushed the first batch into 

the second quarter.

SpaceNews spoke with Collar about

how the industry is weathering shifting

schedules as geopolitical issues add more

complexities for the year ahead.

A conversation with SES CEO Steve Collar

JASON RAINBOWSE
S

Seeking growth in 
unpredictable times

Where will O3b mPower launch?
The dates of individual launches have 

shifted, but getting the constellation up 

and operational and serving customers by 

the end of this year is very much on track. 

We’re at a time when everyone else 

is slipping. If we are up and operational 

by the end of this year, we’ll have our 

second-generation constellation delivering 

services and generating revenue as other 

constellations and some of the big GEOs 

are struggling.

We’re two-plus years into the 
pandemic. Why is there still so 
much uncertainty around satel-
lite project timelines?
It’s tough. If you look at the world in general, 

there are all sorts of industries having supply 

chain issues, and I think that’s where a lot 

of the struggles are.

Our vendors have done a good job and 

managed pretty well. We’ve got SES-17 on 

the way to orbit as well, after successfully 

launching that last year. Relative to the rest

of the industry over the Americas, I think

we will be there first versus the other big, 

Ka-band GEOs.

Our mPower, SES-17 and C-band projects

all go into service this year. I think it’s 14

satellites in total that we are launching

during 2022. Just 2022 would make us the

fourth largest satellite operator — and for

the time being, they are all on track.

What effect will delays in launching
multiple big connectivity projects
have on the broader connectivity
market?

xxxxxx

It’s hard to say because it’s not fully resolved.

It’s going to impact chipset manufacturers,

so terminals are something we’re laser-

focused on. We’re working with Gilat and

ST Engineering, and they’re doing a good 

job in maintaining schedules. With vendor

diversity, even where one might have a

challenge, the other can step in.

So I think [the effects of the pandemic 

are] not entirely done, and we, like others, 

will need to manage that. But we’re not big

volume. High throughput, high flexibility

services are where we differentiate ourselves.

We are not residential broadband, so we don’t

have to build tens of thousands, hundreds

of thousands or millions of terminals. I

think that helps us.

How long do you think the pandemic
will disrupt the space industry?
We’ll still see it in 2022, although I don’t think

it’ll be so much on the service providers.

Cruise is now kind of back to pretty much 

full sailing. Aviation is probably not back to

pre-pandemic levels, but on the upward

track. 

I think the impact will be around

the supply chain, which reflects what’s

happening in the broader tech space. It’s

not just satellite.

Do you think we’ll still be talking
about this next year?
My guess is yes. I think COVID and the

associated implications will continue to

have local impacts. Whether it be local

lockdowns or supply chain challenges, I

think we’re also going to start seeing the

impact of inflation. 

creo




a sovereign space capability that it can

use and protect Europe should there be

situations like this in the future where

terrestrial networks can be interrupted. I

think having an independent capability

will ultimately be the thing that drives

this project to happen. There’s still a

huge amount of work to be done — a

lot of architectural work, trade-offs and

partnerships to be formed.

The most exciting thing about this project

is there’s a 20-30 year vision. This is not

a quick fix, although there’s definitely an

element of starting with services as soon

as possible.

Does OneWeb’s deployment pause
change the landscape for that
constellation?
There’s plenty of discussion about whether

and how OneWeb can play a role. If Europe

intends to develop its own LEO constellation,

which I think is important in the context

of an overall multi-orbit strategy, I’m not

sure the presence of OneWeb or not has

too much of a bearing on that strategic

need and capability.

OneWeb is also seeking govern-
ment and enterprise custom-
ers like O3b mPower. Does their
stumble boost your MEO plans?

We’ve always felt very good about

how we line up against the competitive

Q&A STEVE COLLAR
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Companies are also going to have

to manage some of these geopolitical

issues. The Russian invasion in Ukraine is

going to create a fair amount of stress in

the economies of the world. None of this

is necessarily unheard of, but I think the

number of global issues that will impact

our industry is probably growing.

Viasat saw broadband service
disruption from a cyberattack
that overlapped with the start of
Russia’s invasion. Has SES been
affected at all?
No, we haven’t, but we’ve certainly increased

our sensitivity there because these are

sophisticated space actors, and we have

to be aware of and thoughtful about those

threats.

We’ve been pretty proactive. We have

people in Ukraine, so our priority was

making sure they were safe.

We engaged very strongly with the

European Union and the Luxembourg

government to make sure that there were

clear sanctions against channels carrying

Russian propaganda. That was important

to us so we could take action against those

channels in a clear, certain, and supportable

way. We’ve implemented humanitarian

solutions, and we’re making our resources

available to support the defense of Ukraine.

REGIONAL EXPANSION

What are your expectations for
the joint venture SES recently
announced with Indian telco
Reliance Jio to expand in India?
It’s valued at more than $100 million, but

I think in reality it could be several times

that. It’s multi-orbit, so it includes O3b

mPower, and having access to the Indian

market with O3b is something that we’ve

not achieved until now. And we are also

doing it with one of the largest and most

disruptive telecommunications operators

in the world.

It’ll be tremendously beneficial for our

business outside India because we will

learn huge amounts as we integrate O3b

mPower with the terrestrial capabilities

that Jio has.

Could SES make similar
arrangements elsewhere — are
there other countries on the verge
of opening up like India?
We’ve been having this conversation with

Jio for the last 18 months, so it’s sort of

a happy circumstance that, at the same

time, the regulatory environment in India

is opening. To be honest, I wouldn’t link

those things too closely. The synergy in

terms of how SES and Jio think about the

market was there anyway.

We have mPower deals elsewhere that we

expect to be able to announce in the next

six to 12 months in the various segments

that we’re operating in that have, I would

say, similar weight and significance, but

this one is unique.

How does SES see its role in
Europe’s proposed sovereign
broadband constellation a year
into those plans?
It’s difficult to imagine a more European

company than SES, so we feel like we have

a very strong role to play and a voice at the

table as this space capability gets developed.

In a sad way, the Russian invasion of

Ukraine shows the strategic importance

of space and the need for Europe to have

The 6,400-kilogram SES-17 satellite lifts off Oct. 23 from French Guiana aboard an Ariane 5 rocket.
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positioning in the industry. Mainly because

we’re very differentiated from anyone else.

If you look at the service that OneWeb can

deliver, regardless of the current struggles

they’re having in access to launch, they are

very different from those we’ve targeted.

We’re the right fit for a whole bunch of

government services, for cruise, cloud,

edge connect — these sorts of services. We

are not a good solution, deliberately, for

low-end, contented, residential broadband-

type services. We are more than happy to

leave that market to others.

We are more focused on services where

we think we have a meaningful advantage.

I think that’s why you see four of the five

largest cruise operators signing up, a lot of

interest from government, the partnership

with Microsoft — all of this suggests that

we have something very different from

anyone else out there.

And it helps that we’re also going to

be up first. We’re going to be up with our

second-generation services before pretty

much anyone else is up with their first.

FUTURE SATELLITE
BUSINESS

SES is absorbing SES Networks
into the wider group, similar to
what happened with SES Video in
2020. Running the business unit
separately would have made a spin-
off easier. What does the integration
of Networks and Video say about
how SES sees these businesses?
It doesn’t rule anything in or out, but I think

it says that there are great synergies between

our video and network businesses. Video

delivers this fantastic visibility of revenues.

It’s highly profitable. The majority of our

cash flows are still generated in our video

business. We see real longevity there, but it’s

not the growth engine, which is networks.

And so, we are using the cash flows

coming from video to make sure that we’re

investing in what will be the growth engine

for the next decade. And when we think

about our cloud strategy, that now straddles

our video and our networks businesses.

We looked at whether it made sense

for us to separate these business units a

couple of years ago. We decided it didn’t

make sense, and we’re seeing the fruits

of that decision now being born out in

the performance of the two areas of the

business.

What’s the future of the satellite
TV market? It pulls in a lot of
revenues for SES, but TV has been
slowly declining historically as
an industry. Has the pandemic
changed this trend ?
Our customers have, in general, done well

over the pandemic. The global trend shows

a return to linear, shared experience and

more video consumed. Now, it’s definitely

the case that video is being consumed on

multiple platforms, not just the TV in the

living room, but also on tablets, mobiles and

so on. So having an ecosystem is important,

and that’s something we take great pride

in over in Germany, where we’ve got 50%

of the market connected to SES satellites

and two million subscribers on HD+. In

2021, we delivered HD+ ToGo, where

subscribers can take their content on their

mobile devices for a small incremental fee.

And we’ve also just announced that

we’ve launched HD+ at home [a German

internet-based streaming service called

HD+ IP], which gives us access to the

other 17-18 million households that are

not currently satellite households.

I think satellite as an anchor in that

broader media ecosystem is really important.

Satellite remains the best way to transmit

HD programming to millions of people

simultaneously — it’s the cheapest and,

by the way, the most environmentally

friendly, which I think is not talked about

very much. I saw a stat that said a movie

stream is equivalent to boiling the kettle

five times.

Over the next five to 10 years, more

companies will aggregate content at the

edge of the network, and there’s no better

way of aggregating than DTH.

The other thing is, people watching the

Super Bowl terrestrially were watching it

typically 90 seconds behind those watching

over satellite. The whole concept of watching

sport is that it’s a shared experience; that

I’m watching it not only in a room or in

a pub or whatever with my mates, but

I’m also texting others. Because we’re all

connected, the shared experience now

goes way beyond the people that you’re

immediately with, and you want to be

watching at the same time.

If there’s this big difference between a

streamed game and a DTH game, I think it’s

a problem. So there are some very important

enablers and trends that will keep satellite

relevant in the video environment. Does

that mean it’s going to be as big as it was

10-15 years ago? Probably not, but I think

it will be as profitable.

We’ll continue to drive costs out of

the business. We’re going to replace 19.2

degrees with two satellites rather than four,

and that means 50% capex efficiency, so

from a profitability standpoint the business

looks great.

I think we will continue to see low single-

digit declines in video, but we feel very

good about the overall picture, certainly

for SES and our neighborhoods.

And what about demand for satellite
connectivity?
It has been a complicated period for our

networks business. The good news is I

think we’re coming out of it. The long-

lasting impact will be everyone needing to

be connected everywhere, wherever they

are, and this emphasis on connectivity

programs will remain in all countries of

the world.

Governments also have a big impact

on connectivity for defense. This COVID

period, and this instability in the world at

the moment and the strategic importance

of space, is one of those large megatrends

that will influence our industry over the

next five to 10 years. That will drive growth

in the commercial satellite sector coming

out of the pandemic as we look to leverage

some of our capabilities for sovereignty,

defense, border security and the like. SN
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T
he war in Ukraine has put the

importance of information

dominance on full display.

Western media have made

extensive use of commercial satellite

imagery to document Russia’s invasion

of neighboring Ukraine. And while this

imagery has played an important role

in galvanizing world opinion against

Russia, the United States and its allies

nonetheless stand at a pivotal moment

for information dominance. 

Earth observation represents an in-

tense international contest with billions

of dollars at stake in the gov-

ernment and com-

mercial sectors. By

most metrics, the

U.S. maintains a 

commanding 

lead in space

technologies.

The U.S. operates approximately 2,800

satellites; China operates fewer than 500,

while Russia has fewer than 200. U.S.

organizations also have lowered barriers

to entry, slashing launch costs to under

$2,000 per kilogram to low Earth orbit.

Despite the high levels of investment

and achievement, too few resources

go to analytics and generating insights

from Earth observation information,

opening opportunities for adversaries

to overtake the U.S. and allies.

The path to preserving U.S. and allied

information dominance starts with ac-

knowledging the competitive landscape.

During the 2021 GEOINT Symposium,

Dave Gauthier, director of the Commer-

cial and Business Operations Group at

the U.S. National Geospatial-Intelligence

Agency, shared NGA’s Olympic Games-

themed assessment of the world’s com-

mercial Earth observation capabilities.

The evaluation highlighted the growing

global competition

between commer-

cial operators in

Earth observation, with

Washington and allies

confronted by rising rivals.

Of the nine categories, com-

panies from the U.S. collectively

claimed three gold medals, as did

companies from China.

TSUNAMI OF DATA
The number of Earth observation satel-

lites has expanded fivefold since 2012,

with additional increases anticipated

for the foreseeable future. As more sat-

ellites reach orbit, the era of persistent

surveillance approaches. Soon anywhere

on Earth can be imaged at any time. If

Earth observation data were flowing

water, a once dripping faucet has mor-

phed into a garden hose and will soon

be a firehose. Insufficient investments 

in information processing and exploita-

tion mean many government agencies

worldwide will drown in data.

The value of Earth observation data also

has evolved, with more sources becoming

available. As with most commodities,

prices go down when supplies increase.

Legacy business models have changed,

too, with satellite data accessible in new

formats and platforms. Consumers can

still task and acquire individual images,

but innovative licensing agreements and

APIs now permit access to vast libraries

for product development or support to

fleeting operations.

FIRST DATA, THEN ANALYTICS
To ensure the West’s continued informa-

tion dominance, the U.S. and its allies must

be able to process and analyze terabytes

of Earth observation data before adver-

saries. The maturing Earth observation

market means accessing data presents

fewer challenges than leveraging what

The future of geointelligence is 
about information dominance, 
not data
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adversaries such as Russia and China

that prioritize the development of

AI/ML capabilities. Maintaining

the status quo risks not only missed

opportunity but also casting the U.S.

and its allies as runners up in the

race for information dominance. SN
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any global competitor can acquire. In

many countries currently engaged in con-

flict, information dominance permeates

military doctrine and drives operations.

As the conflict in Ukraine unfolds, the

U.S. and its allies have shown the value

of dispelling Russian misinformation

campaigns with Earth observation data.

Meanwhile, government agencies

continue to confront issues such as cyber-

security and non-attributable tasking, as

well as the urgent need to scale analytics

capabilities to make sense of the ever-in-

creasing volume of Earth observation data.

Scaling analysis of Earth observa-

tion data requires balancing traditional

tradecraft and automation, with hu-

man-machine teaming at the center.

Established practices for deriving insights

from satellite imagery and other remote

sensing sources benefit from decades

of success. In addition, applying artifi-

cial intelligence and machine learning

solutions to redundant procedures frees

analysts to focus on high-priority issues,

enabling more rapid contextualization

and interpretation of complex events.

Once implemented, well-executed hu-

man-machine teaming workflows allow

for scaled analysis of Earth observation

data while maintaining confidence in

results and assessments.

Last year, I contributed to a white paper

published by the U.S. Geospatial-Intel-

ligence Foundation titled: “The State of

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learn-

ing (AI/ML) in the GEOINT Community

and Beyond.” The white paper highlights

a series of recommendations for AI/ML

adoption and countering adversaries.

As a call to action, the moment has ar-

rived for the U.S. and its allies to cement

information dominance in the GEOINT

field. Simply put, creating conditions for

government, commercial, and academic

collaboration in AI/ML will secure the

U.S. and allies’ competitive advantage

over adversaries.

FINISH WHAT WAS STARTED
The U.S. and its allies should expand

space policies to include robust support

for organizations building AI/ML solu-

tions for Earth observation data. A list

of engineering feats in the space sector

would fill a book — and reveal disparities

between systems and analytics. Invest-

ments in launch, spacecraft, sensors and

communications dwarf what has been

dedicated to analyzing Earth observation

data. To date, the inequity of resources

represents a missed opportunity for the

U.S. and its allies. It also contrasts with
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T
he private sector is increasingly

becoming the most active op-

erator in the space domain.

Approximately one-third of

currently active satellites are operated

by a single company — SpaceX — with 
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several other companies planning to add

thousands more in the coming years.

This trend draws attention to the role 

of commercial actors in ensuring the 

safety and sustainability of the oper-

ating environment in space, as both a

GUARDING   

AGAINST 

IN SPACE

business domain and as a shared en-

vironment. Concurrently, discussions

of — and voluntary commitments to

— Environmental, Social, Governance

(ESG) principles in the space sector are

becoming more common.



But are these commitments resulting in mean-
ingful performance? Or are they “greenwashing”
— mere marketing pledges or virtue signaling with
little actual impact on sustainability?

But are these commitments result-

ing in meaningful performance? Or are

they “greenwashing” — mere marketing

pledges or virtue signaling with little

actual impact on sustainability?

Satellite operators are making

self-governing pledges which ostensibly

extend the environment component

of ESG to the space environment. For

example, in 2019 a group of satellite

operators formed the Space Safety

Coalition (SSC) to pledge support for

voluntary practices that go beyond

current regulatory requirements; and

the Satellite Industry Association (SIA)

created a set of space safety principles.

Space industry groups such as the SSC

and the Consortium for Execution of

Rendezvous and Servicing Operations

(CONFERS) have published voluntary

best practices and guiding principles

for safe and sustainable operations in

specific types of space activities. More

recently, SpaceX has published a blog

post outlining its space sustainability

practices for the Starlink constellation;

OneWeb has described its philosophy

for responsible space operations, SES

has included space sustainability as a

pillar in its ESG strategy; and Eutelsat’s

corporate responsibility policy includes

protecting the space environment as an

element. Additionally, some industry

and government space operators have

signed a voluntary “Net Zero Space”

commitment to minimizing the creation

of additional space debris.

This increased industry attention

to space sustainability, on its merits,

seems to be a positive trend. After all,

any increased awareness and commit-

ment to sustainable operations should

contribute to positive outcomes for all.

However, the reality is not that straight-

forward. The voluntary commitments

that industry actors are making to space

sustainability — while laudable — are

inconsistent across individual operators

and groups, and are in many cases not

clearly or measurably tied to operational

and/or financial performance. In some

cases, companies are promoting the

same voluntary practices that they are

also lobbying against being added to

regulatory requirements.

Increased corporate attention to vol-

untary environmental commitments

(the E in ESG) is not just a trend in the

space sector. Terrestrial industry sectors

are also emphasizing ESG reporting and

performance. The Economist Impact

reports that, as of 2020, there are over

600 different standards or frameworks

for reporting ESG performance in the

business sector.

But increased reporting does not

inherently translate to meaningful stew-

ardship. Greenwashing - a practice in

which sustainability pledges are used

as marketing to give the appearance of

acting in environmentally responsible

ways, rather than representing mean-

ingful operational change or practice

- exists. For example, consumer prod-

ucts companies have been accused of

branding their products with recycling

logos while at the same time engaging in

lobbying against efforts to expand plastic

recycling requirements. As pledges of

self-regulation and voluntary practice

become commonplace in the space

industry, we should ask ourselves how

to ensure these pledges are meaningful

rather than mere greenwashing.

Fortunately, there are steps that the

space industry and regulators can
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take to guard against the risk of

greenwashing in space sustainability

commitments:

1. Be Clear in Commitments to Space
Sustainability versus Contributions to
ESG Initiatives on Earth:

The space sector offers great potential

to contribute data used for monitoring

ESG performance in terrestrial industries,

especially for climate impacts. But mar-

keting ESG data should not be confused

with making environmental commit-

ments for our own operating domain. As

the space industry seeks to demonstrate

its commitment to sustainable use of the

space environment, we must be clear in

differentiating the discussion of ESG as an

opportunity for sales of space data from

our discussion of commitments for the

space environment. Doing so will help

track the follow-through performance

of voluntary commitments and protect

against the risk that marketing ESG-rel-

evant data is seen as greenwashing a

company’s own operating commitments.

2. Commit to Common Principles:
In the terrestrial business sector, the most

common ESG reporting frameworks are

provided by the non-profit Sustainability

Accounting Standards Board (SASB). SASB

has more than 70 industry sector-specific

standards which set out ESG reporting

topics, metrics, and technical protocols.

There is no common standard for sustain-

ability reporting for the space environment

or industry. Working from the individual

commitments of specific firms and the

efforts of industry groups, the development

of ESG reporting standards for the space

industry would be an important tool in

translating voluntary commitments into

measurable performance.

3. Leverage Public Companies:

 As more space companies become publicly

traded, this can create momentum towards
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meaningful sustainability reporting. Public

companies have increased incentives to

report sustainability performance, linked

to corporate financial performance, which

can be augmented or supported by regu-

latory reporting requirements. Since no

space-specific sustainability reporting

requirements exist in financial regulation,

the increasing public market attention to

space companies creates the potential for

this to evolve.

4. Hold Each Other Accountable:
Progress towards meaningful sustain-

ability commitments requires the space

community and industry to hold our-

selves accountable. Accountability means

recognizing practices that follow through

on self-regulatory commitments, such as

OneWeb’s choice to install fiducial markers

to facilitate de-orbiting or SpaceX’s decision

to deploy Starlink at initially low check-out

orbits. It also means calling out behavior

that acts counter to commitments.

Apart from contributing to a more safe

and sustainable operating domain, mean-

ingful environmental commitment in space

operations can contribute to a growth envi-

ronment for the space industry. In terrestrial

industries, demonstrable ESG performance

— particularly focused on climate impacts

— can be associated with institutional inves-

tor confidence in corporate performance.

Institutional investors (e.g., pension funds,

hedge funds) increasingly believe that

attention to ESG performance is linked to

improved financial performance versus

risk. However, achieving that meaningful

performance — and the associated inves-

tor confidence boost — cannot be done by

voluntary commitments alone.

In terrestrial industry sectors seeing

benefit from ESG initiatives, those ini-

tiatives are often linked to performance

baselines set in regulation. ESG reporting

works best for environmental and business

outcomes when a regulatory or standard

baseline is available as a basis for comparable

measurement across different firms and

jurisdictions. Currently, the space sector

lacks this regulatory underpinning for

reliable ESG measurement and reporting.

There exists neither the regulatory entity

to define space environmental values nor

the regulatory authority (outside of limited

space debris mitigation plan reporting

requirements) to require space-related

ESG reporting.

Furthermore, many space sustain-

ability challenges motivating voluntary

industry commitments are partially the

result of regulatory shortcomings. Gov-

ernmental licensing, space debris mit-

igation requirements and space traffic

coordination practices have not kept pace

with the rate of innovation and deploy-

ment of very large constellations. As the

industry develops its own practices, it is

reasonable to expect that some of these

practices might be codified in regulation,

and that additional provisions might also

be developed. Operators must be willing

to accept some increased regulatory and

operational costs. As SpaceX argued in

2019 comments to the FCC: “Operators

of satellite systems have a responsibility

to protect the orbital environment, even

when this responsibility adds cost to

operations.”

Without a more holistic approach by

both industry and regulators to support

ESG practices in the space domain, reli-

ance solely on voluntary commitments

will continue to offer the potential for

greenwashing and regulatory avoidance,

where firms seek to leverage space sus-

tainability commitments for their own

advantage rather than meaningful en-

vironmental benefits. SN
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How Russia’s war with 
Ukraine jams NASA

R
ussia’s war with Ukraine has cre-

ated an existential crisis for NASA.

Three decades ago, NASA embraced

international cooperation as a ra-

tionale for the International Space Station

(ISS). Now, the same argument that saved 

the station at the end of the last Cold War 

may produce its demise at the start of a

new one.

For decades, NASA has highlighted the

ISS as an exemplar of a productive interna-

tional partnership, a sign that the U.S. and

Russia have moved beyond conflict, and a

guide to how rivals can learn to peacefully

work together. Its accounts of station op-

erations emphasize how much each side

has learned from the other and how they 

have persevered through disagreements, 

emergencies, and close calls. NASA photos

show happy astronauts and cosmonauts

living and working together in close quar-

ters. Former NASA Administrator Charles

Bolden cheered efforts to nominate the ISS

program for the Nobel Peace Prize.

Russia’s invasion of Ukraine may bring

the ISS program to an abrupt end. The

problem is not that an extended military

conflict will disrupt ISS operations. Rather,

with arguments about international co-

operation taken off the table, NASA must

address a fundamental question it has

always struggled to answer: why do we

have an Earth-orbiting space station in

the first place?

NASA came to international cooperation

as an act of desperation. While program

managers described the ISS as “the next

logical step” after the space shuttle, there

were only vague ideas about compelling 

research programs for the facility. The

COMMENTARY William Bianco
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expectation was that NASA could wait until

after the station was built to answer these

questions. NASA only named a Utilization

Manager for the ISS in 2013, 25years after

the design process began and more than 

10 years after the first crews entered the

station. Even today, NASA’s summaries

of station science emphasize numbers

of experiments and hours of crew time

rather than the value of discoveries made

by astronaut researchers.

In the early 1990s, as rising costs threat-

ened cancellation, NASA proposed to merge

the nascent ISS with Russia’s ongoing Mir

space station program. Collaboration was

attractive to the Clinton administration as a

demonstration of closer ties with Russia and

a way to keep Russian aerospace engineers

building space hardware rather than mis-

siles and nuclear weapons for third-world 

countries and terrorists. The joint station 

was more complex and expensive, harder 

to build and operate, and less useful as a 

scientific platform. One Russian working 

for NASA argued, “Putting the two pro-

grams together was a political decision. 

None of the engineers wanted it. It was a 

bulldog mated to a rhinoceros.” Even so, 

embracing international cooperation was a 

good deal, as it secured funding for the ISS 

and allowed NASA to sidestep questions 

about the scientific merit of a space station. 

The station’s value as a demonstration 

of international collaboration is in ruins 

after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and its 

looming confrontation with NATO. It is an 

open question whether Russia’s aerospace 

industry can continue sending cosmonauts 

to the ISS given western sanctions. In the 

first weeks of the invasion, the head of

Russia’s space agency, Dimitri Rogozin,

canceled several international space proj-

ects, threatened to cut off Russian propul-

sion systems that currently keep the ISS in

orbit, and ended sales of Russian rocket

International cooperation and the future of 
the International Space Station

The French, Russian and U.S. flags 
are seen during an ISS crew press 
conference at the Cosmonaut 
Hotel in Baikonur, Kazakhstan 
in 2016.
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engines to American companies, ad-

vising customers to “use broomsticks” to

send their satellites into space. Roscosmos

also circulated a mashup video reenact-

ment of cosmonauts waving goodbye to

their American colleagues as they close

hatches, detach the U.S. side of the station,

and watch it fall towards the ground.

The ISS is not in immediate danger.

Using SpaceX’s Dragon spacecraft, the U.S.

can fly crews to the station without Russian

help. Modified versions of non-Russian-

cargo vehicles can be launched in time

to manage the station’s orbit. In truth,

closing the hatches between the U.S. and

Russian sides of the station would change

very little. Advertising the ISS as a thriving

international partnership was always an

exaggeration. During the early phase of

station construction, joint crews lived and

worked together in Russian modules, but

once the U.S. side was completed in 2011,

astronauts transitioned to daily routines

that require almost no interaction with

Russian hardware or cosmonauts. The

U.S. provides some electrical power to the

Russians, the Russians send wastewater to

U.S. recycling systems, and the two sides

collaborate on managing the station’s orbit

and attitude, but that is about it.

American and Russian flight controllers

have also learned to stay out of each other’s

way, as negotiating even the simplest issues

often generates protracted conflict. For ex-

ample, even after a decade of discussion,

engineers continued to disagree over the

proper response to station depressurization,

with Americans arguing for closing hatches

and abandoning a leaky module, and Russians

wanting to keep hatches open to find and

fix the leak. Rather than demonstrating the

benefits of partnership, the ISS experience

shows how success in joint efforts often

requires minimizing opportunities to work

together – or, in the case of a depressurization

emergency, tacitly allowing station crews to

make their own arrangements.

Making this point takes nothing away

from the people who have tirelessly worked

to build and operate the ISS. In my re-

search, I listened to countless stories of

how international ISS teams learned to

overcome language, cultural, and techni-

cal barriers to build trust and rely on each

other. I do not doubt that former astronaut

Scott Kelly is completely sincere when he

argues that sending world leaders to the

ISS would teach them about our shared

humanity and interdependence. But in

truth, space exploration is not the same

as international politics. A generation ago,

Americans learned that putting a person on

the moon did not guarantee that we could

end poverty, preserve the environment,

or cure cancer. One of the key lessons of

the ISS is that the insights gleaned from a

successful partnership in space have lim-

ited relevance for engendering peaceful

relations among nations.

Regardless of how events in Ukraine play

out, NASA is facing the end of its central

rationale for the International Space Sta-

tion. After two decades, the ISS partners

have learned a great deal about operating

a space station and keeping astronauts

healthy. But none of the station’s exper-

iments have produced transformational

discoveries, technologies, or products.

Commercial ventures to build a successor

to the ISS rely on NASA as an anchor tenant

and main funder. Without international

cooperation, NASA has no clear rationale

for spending several billion dollars a year

on station operations. Now, NASA faces

the same question it avoided two decades

ago: what good is a space station? Russia’s

invasion of Ukraine may have taken the

debate out of NASA’s control and settled

the question once and for all. SN
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An empty Russian Orlan spacesuit is shown inside the International Space Station’s Poisk module in August
2021.
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CONNECTING THE DOTS  Jason Rainbow

A
fter revolutionizing the launch

industry through vertical inte-

gration, SpaceX hopes to do the

same for satellite broadband with

its Starlink megaconstellation.

Starlink’s go-it-alone approach con-

trasts with OneWeb and others planning

non-geostationary orbit (NGSO) services

through a network of distributors.

Part of the reason is Starlink is initially

focusing on consumer broadband, while

others aiming to deploy hundreds or

thousands of broadband satellites target

government and enterprise customers.

Consumer broadband is a “highly

price elastic market,” says NSR consul-

tant Vivek Prasad. A Starlink price hike

can reduce consumer demand — “hence

control over pricing the services is very

important across regions.”

The more players in the value chain, 

the more margins are compounded, im-

pacting overall service pricing.

However, this does not shield the

company from macroeconomic effects.

SpaceX told Starlink customers March 22

that it is hiking up the cost of the service

and hardware to tackle “excessive levels

of inflation.”

And while the company’s do-it-all

strategy enables Starlink to move faster

in some markets because it does not have

to wait for partners, Prasad said “growth

acceleration gets restricted as it will take

time for a new entrant to understand

and deploy services in a new region or

community.” 

SpaceX COO Gwynne Shotwell said 

Diverging NGSO  
distribution strategies

Starlink has been gaining market access

and customer acceptance faster than

expected.

“We’ve been quite pleased with the

[adoption] of Starlink in countries that

we thought would take a really long time,”

with Brazil being a “perfect example,”

Shotwell told the Satellite 2022 trade

show in Washington in March.

After working for weeks to secure

approval for Starlink in Ukraine through

standard regulatory procedures, she said

a Feb. 26 tweet to Elon Musk from a gov-

ernment minister requesting the service

provided “our permission to provide

capability” in the country.

However, rollout has not all been

smooth sailing. India publicly ordered

SpaceX in November to stop taking pre-

orders for Starlink in the country until it

has a license to operate there. Starlink’s

lead executive in India resigned about a

month later as SpaceX started refunding

Indian deposits.

Nearby Pakistan issued a similar public

order in January, advising its population

to refrain from pre-ordering Starlink.

TEAMING UP
For the enterprise market, Prasad says

progressing through partnerships is a

“win-win strategy in order to deploy

services fast in a region.”

Using “the ground-zero know-how

of the regional players” is an efficient

strategy for rapidly deploying services

for them, he says.

OneWeb has announced numerous 

distribution partnerships worldwide — 

mostly with telecoms operators — for a 

constellation that has paused deployment

following Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

OneWeb had hoped to reach global

coverage by August before scrapping

plans to use six Russian Soyuz rockets

to complete its deployment.

Once OneWeb’s rollout gets back on 

track, the company should be able to

scale more quickly for enterprise cus-

tomers by “integrating its network into

existing solutions rather than trying to 

develop end-to-end solutions for various

B2B market segments,” says Josephine

Millward of early-stage investor Sera-

phim Capital.

OneWeb’s need for partners has grown

after running into launch issues. The

company said March 21 it has agreed a

deal with SpaceX to resume launches this

year in an announcement that offered

no details about the arrangement.

On March 22, OneWeb announced

that its second-largest shareholder,

Eutelsat,  signed a multiyear deal to sell

OneWeb’s NGSO capacity globally across

maritime, aviation, enterprise, telcos and

government markets.

A day earlier, OneWeb said Speedcast,

one of the largest buyers of satellite ca-

pacity, has also become a distribution

partner.

With a partial in-orbit network that

appears to only have full coverage in

the upper parts of the northern hemi-

sphere — and for fixed services and not

mobile applications — OneWeb will likely

be drawing on these partnerships for

technology support as it seeks ways to

cover a capacity shortfall.

In addition to eventually distributing

capacity, Speedcast plans to participate

in OneWeb customer trials starting in

mid-2022 with Speedcast’s energy and

enterprise customers, followed by mar-

itime mobility customers in 2023. SN



ON NATIONAL SECURITY Sandra Erwin

A
s NASA pushes forward to get

humans back on the moon,

questions have emerged on

what this means for the Space

Force and what role it might play in

lunar activities.

If successful, NASA’s return to the

moon will lead to a permanent pres-

ence there and lay the groundwork

for scientific research and commercial

development.

Like a Coast Guard for space, a

military force conceivably would be

needed to protect lines of commerce

in the lunar economy. A 2020 memo

signed by NASA and the Space Force

noted that a military presence near the

moon would help ensure civilians can

operate safely.

The main job of the Space Force to-

day is to defend the nation’s satellites 

in Earth’s orbit. But some early efforts 

are underway to prepare for opera-

tions in the lunar environment. An

experiment planned by the Air Force

Research Laboratory (AFRL) dubbed

the Cislunar Highway Patrol System

(CHPS) will investigate technologies to

monitor the region of space between

Earth and the moon.

The 1967 Outer Space Treaty prohib-

its the installation of military bases and

weapons on the moon but does allow

scientific pursuits.

If the Space Force is tasked to protect

cislunar space, it will need to overcome

significant technological challenges.

The military’s space sensors were

designed to operate in Earth-centric

reference orbits where objects follow a

repeating pattern. Trajectories are not

as predictable in cislunar space, and

the distances are enormous.

Beyond surveillance and tracking

of objects, it’s not clear what else the

Space Force might do in cislunar space.

Chief of Space Operations Gen. John

“Jay” Raymond noted that control of

the high ground is essential in military

strategy, and the moon will become

“key terrain.”

“As nations move out, and as the

economy grows between here and the

lunar surface, I think it’s an area that will

be significant,” Raymond said March

9 at the McAleese Defense Programs

Conference.

There are no plans today to send

guardians to the moon unless they get

selected for NASA’s astronaut corps, “but

as things progress in space, I do see that

there may be a role for guardians that

will be in space,” Raymond said without

elaborating.

The civilian leader of the Space

Force, Air Force Secretary Frank Ken-

dall, said at the McAleese conference

that going to the moon is not currently

on the list of national security priori-

ties. “I don’t see a lot of interest from

a defense perspective,” he said, not-

ing that the United States today faces

big space security challenges within

Earth’s orbits.

Congress might have other ideas. In

the recently enacted defense budget for

2022, lawmakers inserted funds for two

cislunar space programs: $61 million for

AFRL’s experiment and $70 million for

a thermal nuclear propulsion demon-

stration the Defense Advanced Research

Projects Agency wants to launch to the

cislunar region.

China’s push to challenge the United

States in space also will shape national

priorities, including those related to

cislunar space.

The militarization of space is the new

reality that the nation has to deal with,

said U.S. diplomat Eric Desautels, who 

is participating in United Nations-led 

talks on space security. Not only are there

more countries with space capabilities,

but space technologies increasingly are

of dual-use nature, so they can easily

be weaponized.

If China does contest the United States

in cislunar space and the U.S. expands

its lunar presence, there will have to be

some sort of verification system to en-

sure compliance with the Outer Space

Treaty, said Desautels.  

“I’ve talked to my NASA colleagues 

about volunteering to be the first dip-

lomat to go do those inspections,” he

said, tongue in cheek.

In all seriousness, he added, “those 

facilities have to be open to inspection.

And that, of course, applies to the De-

partment of Defense. Any activities the

Department of Defense decides to do

on the moon will have to be open to

inspection.” SN
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as the next frontier 
for military operations
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FOUST FORWARD Jeff Foust

H
ouston has long been known as “Space

City,” but both the city and Texas in general

seemed to lag other parts of the country

in supporting the growing commercial

space industry. SpaceX builds Starships in Boca

Chica and tests engines in McGregor, while Blue

Origin launches New Shepard suborbital vehicles

in West Texas.

But for both companies, those Texas facilities

are outposts, with the bulk of their operations

elsewhere. Those facilities haven’t supported the

formation of clusters of space startups like those

seen in California, Colorado or Seattle.

Local officials and companies say that is changing.

At the South by Southwest (SXSW) festival in Austin,

Texas, in March, an event usually associated with

filmmakers, hipsters and technology enthusiasts,

space had a surprisingly large presence, with paral-

lel conference sessions and other events on a wide

range of topics. That included panel sessions where

companies argued that both Austin and Houston

were growing hubs of the space economy.

One reason is that the space industry is starting

to look a lot like the broader tech industry as com-

panies move up the value chain from building and

launching satellites to developing analytical tools

for data those satellites generate. “There’s a lot of

venture capital flowing into software in the Austin

area,” said Scott Herman, chief executive of Cogni-

tive Space, on one SXSW panel, which he says has

spilled over into space companies.

The funding and the talent in the Austin area

have attracted companies from California. “I’m a

refugee from California,” said Gabe Dominocielo,

co-founder of Umbra, a synthetic aperture radar

imaging company with offices in Austin and Santa

Barbara, California. “There’s a great energy in Texas.”

There are also lower taxes and regulatory bur-

dens in Texas. “A lot of companies are walking out

Don’t mess with
Texas space startups
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of California to Austin,” said Melanie Stricklan, chief

executive of Slingshot Aerospace, a space situational

awareness company also split between Austin

and California. “I hope Austin doesn’t turn into a

mini-California with taxes and other liabilities.”

Houston is tapping into the growing commer-

cial space industry as well, leveraging the exper-

tise built up over the decades in and around the

Johnson Space Center. Spaceport Houston at the

city’s Ellington Airport hasn’t hosted any launches

but has become a business park for ventures like

commercial space station company Axiom Space

and commercial lunar lander developer Intuitive

Machines.

“It’s really about people and talent, and Houston

has a lot of talent,” said Matt Ondler, chief technol-

ogy officer at Axiom Space, during another SXSW

panel. That includes bringing people into Houston

to work at the company. “A low cost of living and no

state tax help recruit folks from outside of Texas.”

Tim Crain, chief technology officer at Intuitive

Machines, said Houston had become a “great city” in

the last 20 years with a diversity that helps attract and

retain people. NASA, he added, also helps. “Johnson

Space Center is making it a priority to interact with

companies in the space community in Houston,”

he said. “It’s more open now than it’s ever been, for

both the city and for NASA, to support companies

who want to work in space there.”

Douglas Terrier, associate director for vision and

strategy at JSC and a former NASA chief technol-

ogist, said he wants the center and Houston to be

a “hub” for the state’s space economy, connecting

to what’s going on in Austin, Brownsville and else-

where. “It’s really about convening that community

around Houston,” he said. “Why wouldn’t Houston

be the center?”

There are, though, obstacles to growth for space

companies in Texas. There’s still more private fund-

ing available elsewhere, as well as large numbers

of people who might prefer California beaches or

Colorado mountains over Texas prairies. The state’s

political move to the right, with controversial laws on

abortion and voting rights, could also deter growth.

Herman pointed to issues like access to funding

and the “educational pipeline” as potential obstacles

to future growth. “I’m bullish on Texas,” he said, “but

it’s not a slam dunk.” SN
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